Stereo images can provide more extra information to enhance performance of super-resolution (SR) owing to two different visual angles. Due to the attention mechanism has been widely employed in various computer vision tasks and achieved excellent performance, the recent methods for stereo SR utilize attention mechanism to obtain stereo correspondence. However, their attention mechanisms are generally spatial since they treat channel-wise features equally, which result in ignoring a lot of valuable information contained in the channels. In this paper, we propose a parallax-based spatial and channel attention stereo SR network (PSCASSRnet) to combine the stereo correspondence with the SR task. Specifically, we present a parallax-based spatial and channel attention module (PSCAM) to take full advantage of spatial and channelwise characteristics to obtain the stereo correspondence. The extensive experiments prove that our PSCAM can produce more appropriate attention map with all possible disparities between the stereo image pair to achieve better SR performance, and our PSCASSRnet outperforms other state-of-the-art methods in the aspects of visual quality and quantitive on the three mainstream public datasets named KITTI2012, KITTI2015 and Middlebury respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image super-resolution (SR) is an extremely important task in computer vision field, which aims at reconstructing highresolution (HR) images given their low-resolution (LR) counterparts. However, it is an ill-posed problem since there exists more than one HR solutions available for any LR input. A large number of deep learning based methods [1] - [4] have been proposed to solve this problem in the past years. But as the up-sampling factor increases, the problem becomes more serious owing to the HR images need much more abundant information than their LR counterparts. Moreover, with the rapid advance of mobile phones with dual cameras which can be used for augmented reality and 3D imaging applications, more researchers employ LR stereo image pair as input to produce higher quality HR image, because subpixel shifts preserved in LR stereo images can provide more valuable information than single image [5] .
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Capturing long-range dependency is required for stereo image SR to reconstruct a high-resolution image. Several methods [6] , [7] employ 4D cost volumes to obtain longrange dependency, but these methods need to take up huge computation and memory resources. In order to improve efficiency, [8] and [9] reduce cost volumes from 4D to 3D. However, the maximum disparity in 3D cost volumes for these methods is fixed, which is not suitable for stereo image SR since the huge disparity variations exist in different stereo image pairs.
Traditional multi-image SR algorithms [10] , [11] get correspondence between different images utilizing image patch recurrence across images. But these algorithms need a heavy computational cost and unable to find sub-pixel correspondence. References [12] and [13] use pixel correspondences obtained by stereo block matching to register stereo images. However, it is discrete estimation of parallax that is used by these methods. Jeon et al. proposed a method [14] to reconstruct a HR image from a stereo image pair though an end-to-end mapping which is directly learned by their stereo SR network. However, due to the maximum disparity is fixed in this method, their stereo SR network is somewhat limited in some different scenes.
Recently, Wang et al. proposed a parallax-attention stereo SR network (PASSRnet) [15] to combine stereo correspondence with SR task. Specifically, a parallax-attention module (PAM) is proposed to capture the most similar feature along the epipolar line instead of obtaining all similar features between the stereo image pair. However, their attention mechanism only takes into account the spatial characteristic of image features and neglect the channel-wise characteristic, which is not properly to handle different types of information since they treat equally channel-wise features.
In this paper, we propose a parallax-based spatial and channel attention stereo SR network (PSCASSRnet) to combine stereo correspondence with SR task. In particular, our parallax-based spatial and channel attention module (PSCAM) can take full advantage of spatial and channel-wise characteristics to obtain stereo correspondence. To extract representative stereo image features with abundant context information and large receptive filed which are fed to PSCAM, we propose a dense atrous spatial pyramid pooling (ASPP) block to achieve feature reuse and obtain multi-scale information. Ultimately, the attention map with all possible disparities between the stereo image pair produced by PSCAM is used to correct the features of the left image to get the final SR left image. The proposed PSCASSRnet achieves superior performance compared with state-of-the-art single image SR and stereo image SR methods.
Overall, the main contributions of this paper can be summarized as following:
• We propose a PSCASSRnet for highly accurate stereo image SR. The comparative experiments on the three mainstream public datasets (KITTI2012, KITTI2015 and Middlebury) prove that our PSCASS-Rnet outperforms other state-of-the-art methods in the aspects of visual quality and quantitive.
• We also propose a unified parallax-based spatial and channel attention mechanism to deal with the stereo correspondence problem, which is able to effectively combine spatial with channel-wise characteristics to extract the most similar feature along the epipolar line.
• We further propose a dense atrous spatial pyramid pooling block to make full use of local and global contextual information to extract more discriminative features.
II. RELATED WORK A. SUPER-RESOLUTION
According to the number of LR image inputs observed from different angles, the SR methods can be divided into multiimage SR, single image SR and stereo image SR respectively. We review the three types of SR methods in this section.
Multi-image SR The traditional SR method employs signal processing techniques to reconstruct a HR image from multiple LR images observed from a single camera jittered with subpixel offsets [5] , [21] . However, the application scenario of the multi-image SR methods has great limitations since we can hardly capture multiple images from the same viewpoint simultaneously and it can be very difficult to register fast moving objects accurately.
Single Image SR To settle the problem of multi-image SR method, a single image SR method has been widely used for image SR in the last few years, which uses a single image as input to reconstruct a HR image. With the rapid development of deep learning techniques, CNN-based approaches have dominated the study of single image SR. Dong et al. [1] first proposed a shallow convolutional neural network (SRCNN) that only has three convolutional layers but achieves excellent performance. Kim et al. introduced a very deep convolutional neural network (VDSR) [23] with 20 convolutional layers and a deep recursive neural network (DRCN) [3] with more than 16 convolutional layers based on residual learning to further enhance the SR performance. Lim et al. [4] stacked the revised residual blocks to form a deep and wide residual network. Zhang et al. [26] employed dense blocks to construct a residual dense network (RDN) to reuse the hierarchical features from all preceding layers. Recently, Li et al. [27] proposed a feedback network (SRFBN) to enable low-level layers to use the information delivered from the high-level layers.
Stereo Image SR Since the information provided by single image is limited, stereo images with extra information which can be easily obtained from a dual camera are used as the input LR image pair to recover a HR image. Bhavsar et al. [13] presented a method to simultaneously estimate SR image and HR depth from LR stereo image pair. Jeon et al. [14] introduced a two-stage joint network (Stere-oSR) to use parallax prior to improve the spatial resolution of stereo images. Recently, Wang et al. [15] proposed a parallaxattention stereo super-resolution network (PASSRnet) for SR to combine the information from stereo images. Specifically, the image features of stereo image pair are used to obtain the stereo correspondence through a parallax-attention module (PAM). However, their method does not make full use of the different information of stereo image pair since they ignore the information contained in the channel-wise features.
B. ATTENTION MECHANISM
Attention mechanism mimics the internal process of human observation behavior, which can adaptively handle visual information and concentrate on salient areas. The attention mechanism can quickly extract important features of sparse data, therefore it is widely used in computer vision tasks [28] - [33] . We review the three types of attention mechanism in this section.
Spatial Attention Spatial attention mechanism focus on the spatial characteristic of image features. Xu et al. [35] firstly introduced the attention mechanism into the computer vision, which is used for image caption. Wang et al. [34] presented a non-local neural network which has a similar idea with attention mechanism to capture long-range dependencies in video classification. Liu et al. [36] introduced an attention-based method to distinguish texture areas from smooth areas in single image SR. Wang et al. [15] proposed a parallax-attention module to capture the most similar feature along the epipolar line between the stereo image pair in stereo image SR.
Channel Attention Channel attention mechanism focus on the channel-wise characteristic of image features. Hu et al. [37] used a squeeze-and-excitation (SE) block to explicitly model the correlation among feature channels to significantly improve the accuracy of image classification. Zhang et al. [38] firstly incorporated the channel attention into SR and proposed a very deep residual channel attention neural network (RCAN) to pay more attention to high frequency channel-wise features. Dai et al. [39] employed a second-order channel attention (SOCA) module in their neural network to adaptively rescale the channel-wise features to improve the single image SR performance.
Spatial and Channel Attention Spatial attention mechanism treats channel-wise features equally which ignores the information contained in the channels. Channel attention mechanism directly globalizes the information in each channel which ignores the local information in each channel. Both mechanisms reduce the representation ability of models. Therefore, Chen et al. [18] combined spatial with channel attention to propose a spatial and channel-wise attention (SCA) in convolutional neural network for image caption. However, seldom works have been proposed to research the effect of spatial and channel attention for low level vision tasks, especially for stereo image SR.
To obtain more precise stereo correspondence in stereo image SR task, we should take full advantage of spatial and channel-wise characteristics. Therefore, we propose a parallax-based spatial and channel attention module to combine spatial with channel attention to capture long-range dependency in stereo images. And our parallax-based spatial and channel attention module immensely reduces the search space by focusing on the most similar feature along the epipolar line instead of obtaining all similar features between the stereo image pair.
III. METHODS

A. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
As show in Fig.1 , the proposed PSCASSRnet consists of five modules, which are respectively named shallow feature extraction module, deep feature extraction module, parallaxbased spatial and channel attention module (PSCAM), transition module and reconstruction module. The shallow feature extraction module includes a convolution layer and a residual block, and the deep feature extraction module is constructed by alternately cascading a dense atrous spatial pyramid pooling (ASPP) block with a residual block, the dense ASPP block is introduced in part B of this section. Note that all the parameters of the shallow feature extraction module and the deep feature extraction module are shared by the stereo images. After the above processes, the deep features extracted from the LR stereo images are obtained, then the deep features are fed into the PSCAM which is introduced in part C of this section. Because our PSCASSRnet also learns stereo correspondence while learning SR, which can be regarded as multi-task learning, four residual blocks are employed as transition module to settle the training conflict problem [19] . Lastly, in order to take full advantage of the features from nonlinear mapping module to enhance the reconstruction performance, the adaptive weighted multi-scale (AWMS) reconstruction module introduced by [20] and a 3 × 3 convolution layer are used to form our reconstruction module. AWMS reconstruction module can be formulated as:
where, I SR left and I LR left stand for the output left SR image and the input left LR image of our PSCASSRnet, respectively. F rec (·) represents the reconstruct function with different scale convolutions, and F up (·) denotes the upsampling function. N is the number of reconstruct layers, which is set to 4 in this paper, and α i is the adaptive weight of the ith reconstruct layer. The upscaled feature produced by AWMS reconstruction module is then mapped into SR image via the 3 × 3 convolution layer.
B. DENSE ATROUS SPATIAL PYRAMID POOLING BLOCK
ASPP is first proposed in [16] to obtain multi-scale information with lightweight computation. The dense connection is introduced in [17] to achieve feature reuse while alleviating gradient vanishing. Therefore, we propose a dense ASPP block to extract representative features with abundant context information and large receptive filed for discriminative representation.
As show in Fig.2 , the proposed dense ASPP block is made up by alternately cascading an ASPP group with a 1 × 1 convolution. For each ASPP group in the dense ASPP block, the output feature maps of all previous ASPP groups are concatenated with its own output feature maps, and then feed them into the 1 × 1 convolution which is used to reduce the number of channels to a fixed size to generate the input feature maps of the next ASPP group. Each ASPP group consists of three parallel atrous convolutions with different dilation rates which are set to 1, 4, 8 in this paper. The proposed dense ASPP block not only makes full use of the information flow between layers through feature reuse, but also expands the receptive field by using multiple convolutions with different dilation rates, which benefits the correspondence estimation.
C. PARALLAX-BASED SPATIAL AND CHANNEL ATTENTION MODULE
Inspired by the parallax-attention module [15] and the spatial and channel-wise attention module [18] , we propose PSCAM to exploit the interdependencies among feature channels in stereo images. Our PSCAM can efficiently integrate the information from a stereo image pair both in spatial features and channel-wise features. We now give more details about our proposed PSCAM, which is illustrated in Fig.3 .
Take the feature map A ∈ H × W × C as an input example, which is obtained from the left image. The feature map A is first reshaped to A 0 , and A 0 = [a 1 , · · · , a c , · · · , a C ], which has C feature maps with size of H × W . The channel-wise statistic V can be obtained by shrinking A 0 through spatial dimensions H ×W . Then the cth element of V can be obtained by:
where, a c (i, j) is the value at position (i, j) of vector a c . F GAP (·) denotes the global average pooling function. Then a softmax function is employed as a gating mechanism to fully capture channel-wise dependencies:
where, R(·) denotes the Leaky ReLU function and δ(·) represents the softmax function. W D refers to the weight of channel-downscaling convolution layer with decrease ratio r and W U refers to the weight of channel-upscaling convolution layer with increase ratio r. Then use the obtained channel statistic Z to rescale the feature map A as follow:
where, ⊗ denotes the element-wise product operation. Then use the channel feature map A c as an input to produce the query feature map A sc though a residual block and a convolution layer successively: where, F res (·) denotes the residual block, W A is the weight of convolution layer used for A c . The same, the query feature map B sc of the feature map B can be produced though the above processes. Note that the channel-downscaling convolutional layers and the channel-upscaling convolution layers used to generate the channel feature map A c and the channel feature map B c , respectively, are independent of each other. The same with the convolutional layers used to produce the query feature map A sc and the query feature map B sc . But the parameters of the residual block are shared by the feature map A and the feature map B. The parallax-based spatial and channel attention map M B→A is produced by:
where, · denotes the matrix multiplication. A weighted sum of features at all possible disparities P is produced by:
where, W C is the weight of convolution layer. The value of M B→A at position (i, k, j) denotes the contribution of pixel at position (i, j) in the right image to pixel at position (i, k) in the left image, but the occluded pixels in one image can not find their related pixels in another image, therefore an occlusion detection algorithm proposed by [15] is used to reduce the value of the occluded pixels to zero. M A→B can be obtained by swapping the feature map A and the feature map B, which is used to produce the valid mask V A→B :
where, W denotes the width of stereo images, τ is a threshold, which is set to 0.1 in this paper. Finally, the ultimate output of our PSCAM is produced by stacking P, V A→B and feature map A:
where, W F is the weight of convolution layer, [· · · ] denotes the concatenation operation. Note that the occlusion detection algorithm is only used during the training process. Compared with spatial and channel-wise attention module [18] , which is used to find all similar features, our parallax-based spatial and channel attention module is adept at concentrating on the most similar feature along the epipolar line, which is effective and applicable for stereo images. Compared with parallax-attention module [15] , which is only takes into account the spatial characteristic, our method also takes the channel characteristic which also contains a lot of important information into consideration. Therefore, our method can obtain more useful information to benefit the SR performance.
D. LOSSES
The loss function employed in this paper is the same as [15] , which consists of four losses:
where, λ is set to 0.005 in our experiment. L SR is the mean square error (MSE) loss:
where, I SR left and I H left denote the output of our network and HR groundtruth of the left image, respectively. L PM is the photometric loss:
where, I L left and I L right are denote the deep features extracted from the LR left image and LR right image, respectively. L S is the smoothness loss:
where, M ∈ M left→right , M right→left . L C is the cycle loss: (14) where, I is a stack of H identity matrices, and M left→right→left and M right→left→right are defined as:
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. DATASET AND EVALUATION METRICS
We follow the work [15] to use Flickr1024 dataset [41] and 60 Middlebury [42] - [44] images downsampled by a factor of 2 as training data for our PSCASSRnet. To evaluate our method, we use 100 images from KITTI 2012 dataset [45] , 100 images from KITTI2015 dataset [46] and 5 images from Middlebury dataset as our test data set. We evaluate SR results using peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index (SSIM) metrics.
B. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
In the training phase, we use bicubic interpolation to downsample HR images to produce LR images, and then use 20 strides to divide these LR images into 30 × 90 patches. We also crop their corresponding patches in HR images. To cover the most disparities, we increase the horizontal patch size to 90. Then these patches are filpped vertically and horizontally randomly for data augmentation. Our network is trained with the batch size of 32, Adam [47] is used as optimizer with β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999. We set the initial learning rate to 2 × 10 −4 which multiplies by 0.5 after every 30 epochs. The reduction ratio r of PSCAM is set as 8.
Our PSCASSRnet is implemented with Pytorch framework on a PC which has an NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti GPU. The training is stopped at 90 epochs since learning more epochs leads to an overfitting problem, which will reduce the SR performance.
C. ABLATION STUDY
In this section, we verify the effectiveness of several important designs in our network through the ablation experiments.
Dense ASPP Block Dense ASPP block is introduced in deep feature extraction module to extract multi-scale deep features. To verify the effectiveness of dense ASPP block, we remove the dense ASPP blocks from deep feature extraction module and directly stack the residual blocks to construct the deep feature extraction module. Tab.1 shows the comparative results, it can be observed that if the dense ASPP blocks are removed, the PSNR value is declined from 26.45dB to 26.33dB. The reason is that the dense ASPP block is able to produce features with a very large receptive field, which can provide rich information to improve the SR performance.
Parallax-based Spatial and Channel Attention Module PSCAM is used in our network to obtain the long-range dependency in stereo images. To verify its effectiveness, we remove it from our network and retrain the network. Tab.1 shows that if the PSCAM is removed from our network, the PSNR value is declined from 26.45dB to 26.23dB. The reason is that our PSCAM can precise capture the similar features between the stereo image pair and effective integrate these features to generate a better SR image.
Adaptive Weighted Multi-scale Reconstruction Module AWMS reconstruction module is used at the end of our network to upscale the feature map. To verify its effectiveness, we replace it with a single-scale reconstruction module. It can be observed from Tab.1, if AWMS reconstruction module is replaced by a single-scale reconstruction module, the PSNR value is declined from 26.45dB to 26.41dB. The reason is that AWMS reconstruction module can take full advantage of the features from nonlinear mapping module to enhance the reconstruction performance.
PSCAM vs. PAM PAM uses spatial attention mechanism to produce stereo correspondence. To verify the effectiveness of our PSCAM in stereo correspondence generation. We introduce a variant by substituting PAM for PSCAM in our network. As shown in Tab.1, it can be observed that the PSNR value is declined from 26.45dB to 26.40dB if PSCAM is replaced by PAM. The reason is that the PAM can not obtain enough information to generate accurate stereo correspondence since it treats channel-wise features equally.
Stereo Input vs. Single Input Compared with single image, stereo images can provide extra information owing to two different visual angles. To verify the effectiveness of stereo input, we remove the PSCAM and only use left image as input to retrain the network. It can be observed from Tab.1, the PSNR value of the network with single image input is 26.20dB, suffering a decrease of 0.25dB compared to the original PSCASSRnet. The reason is that the extra information provided by stereo image pair is beneficial to enhance the SR performance. 
D. COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ARTS
We compared the proposed PSCASSRnet to some of the state-of-the-art SR methods including single image methods (SRCNN [1] , VDSR [23] , MemNet [24] , DRCN [3] , DRRN [25] ) and the latest stereo image SR method PASSRnet [15] on the three benchmark datasets. To achieve fair comparison, similar to [15] , we do not compared with EDSR [4] , D-DBPN [40] and RDN [26] , since their model sizes are much larger than our PSCASSRnet.
All the quantitative results for scale factor ×2, ×3 and ×4 are shown in Tab.2, it can be observed that our PSCASSRnet obtains the best performance on all the benchmark datasets on various scaling factors. Specifically, PSCASSRnet and PASSRnet achieve very similar results and significantly outperform other methods. That is mainly because they all adopt stereo image pair as input, thus making the networks utilize more information to reconstruction reliable details of SR. Compared with PASSRnet, our PSCASSRnet is able to achieve better SR performance because it combines the spatial with the channel-wise characteristics to integrate the stereo image pair accurately.
We also show the qualitative results of zoomed images in Fig.4 . From the zoom-in areas, it can be observed that single image SR methods can not reconstruct the image details and suffer from the distinct blurring artifact. In contrast, our PSCASSRnet achieves sharper results and reconstructs more reliable details. Take''img_182'' for example, most compared modules produce serious blurring artifacts, some even lose the main structure. Compared to PASSRnet, our PSCASSRnet outputs images with higher visual quality and more details, which are closer to the ground-truth images.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel parallax-based spatial and channel attention network for stereo image super-resolution dubbed PSCASSRnet to allow SR task to utilize the information from the stereo image pair. Specifically, our parallaxbased spatial and channel attention module (PSCAM) can effectively combine the spatial with the channel-wise information contained in image features to obtain the longrange dependency in stereo images. The ablation experiments demonstrate that our PSCAM can significantly improve the performance of SR results. And comparison to the current state-of-the-art methods has also shown that our network can outperform both the single image SR and the stereo image SR methods.
